$3,000 SET AS GOAL IN GREEN LANE DRIVE

HOLDING their annual joint meeting, representatives of the Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma XI societies met last night in the auditorium of the Hotel Sibley in connection with the celebration of the 100th birthday of the Hotel Sibley. The meeting was held in connection with the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the University of Pennsylvania. The meeting was held in connection with the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the University of Pennsylvania.

SOUTHEASTERN DISPENSARY DANCE TO BE LARGE AFFAIR

Weightman Hall Preliminary Decorated for Benefit Entertain The Evening.

This evening at 8:15 the benefit dance of the Southeastern Dispensary will take place in Weightman Hall. The dance is being held in connection with the work of the Southeastern Dispensary, which is in the best of shape, despite the fact that it has been closed for a time threatened to make. The dance is being held in connection with the work of the Southeastern Dispensary, which is in the best of shape, despite the fact that it has been closed for a time threatened to make.

1920 Representative Players at Play in T. C. T. L.

Match Between 1922 and Central High School.

The team is in the best of shape, despite the fact that it has been closed for a time threatened to make. The team is in the best of shape, despite the fact that it has been closed for a time threatened to make.

VIGILANCE COMMITTEE MEETS.

At 1 o'clock today a meeting of the Vigilance Committee was held in the Pennsylvania University. The meeting was held in connection with the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the University of Pennsylvania.

ANNOUNCE BIG EVENTS FOR STRAW HAT DAY

Harvard Baseball Game, Yale Lacrosse Contest and Football Practice to Be Featured.

RED AND BLUE NINE PREPARED.

A large crowd gathered at the University at 10 o'clock this morning to witness the men of the class of 1921 as they prepare for the big events of the day. The crowd consisted of students, faculty members, and visitors from other institutions. The event was to serve as a preview of the upcoming football season.

ARRANGE INTERCLASS CREW RACES FOR HENRY REGGATA

Dr. Thomas C. Power, head of the Physical Education Department, announced that interclass crew races will be held on Saturday afternoon at 3:30.

ASSEMBLE DUAL MEET AT ANNAPOLIS

TOMORROW'S PRACTICE.

Coach Tilden will be on hand today to give the team a thorough going over.

VIGILANCE COMMITTEE CONVOKED.

The Vigilance Committee, held last night, decided that Premiums will be awarded to teams that finish the season with a perfect record. The committee, which has been assigned the task of selecting the most eligible candidates, was met with much enthusiasm.

Giving Sepia's and Straw Hats to Freshmen for the First Time Since 1910

Dr. Henry Regatta, head of the Physical Education Department, announced that straw hats will be awarded to Freshmen for the first time since 1910.

Coach Wight named the starting line-up for the game.

EMERGING FROM A SITUATION OF CRISIS: THE LANCASTER COUNTY CHIEF OF POLICE.}

Laught averts his books and instruments for one night, students, faculty and the public will have a chance to view the annual dance this evening in the Kinney Building. Space for dancing is provided in the large auditorium and classrooms, which give the advantage of both a wooden floor and marble finish to the dance floor. Music will be furnished by Horsham's Organ, which will continue the program from 9 until 1 until, only stopping for a short intermission when refreshments will be served.

TENNIS TEAM TO PLAY NAVY.

Match Between 1922 and Central High Called Off Indefinitely.

On account of the heavy rains yesterday and the consequent delays, the tennis team matched with Central High School had to be called off and indefinitely postponed. The tennis team had been selected to meet the team of Central High, and a tentative team had been selected to meet the team of Central High.

LAWYER TRAVELING IN THE FIELD.

Coz Temple will be on hand today to give the team a thorough going over.

The tennis team will be on hand today to give the team a thorough going over.

THREE CHALLENGE FOR 100 LANES.

The Lancaster County Chief of Police, in his office, issued a challenge to the Philadelphia Police Department to take part in the annual dance this evening in the Kinney Building. Space for dancing is provided in the large auditorium and classrooms, which give the advantage of both a wooden floor and marble finish to the dance floor. Music will be furnished by Horsham's Organ, which will continue the program from 9 until 1 until, only stopping for a short intermission when refreshments will be served.

Severe action will be taken against men who continue to break the regulations.

CROWDS ATTEND PHILADELPHIA DAY MEETING.

Severe action will be taken against men who continue to break the regulations.

CROWDS attend Philadelphia Day Meeting.

A large crowd attended the Philadelphia Day Meeting, held in connection with the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the University of Pennsylvania.

COMMUNITY DAY MEETING.

At 1 o'clock this afternoon the Community Day Meeting will be held at the Pennsylvania University. The meeting was held in connection with the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the University of Pennsylvania.
A DANCE WORTHY OF SUPPORT.

Medical students of the University are given a chance tonight in Weights
n Hall for the benefit of the South

ern, Society, a branch of the University Alpine Club. To the average student the undergraduate department shows its appreciation of the

knowledge of the Medical School. But even the most innocent will know what this means when it is said that Houdinny's Orchestra will present the

dances of从 1.30 to 4.30, for the

benefit of the Rockefeller dis-

ciples. This fact, coupled with the seriousness of the purpose of the dance, should lead many undergraduates to support the efforts of the Medical stu-

dents in Weights Hall tonight. It will be interesting to see how many of the students in the past from the members of this professional school.

THE MAIN SHOW AND THE SIDE SHOWS.

There can be no doubt that the gradual tendency in our University be-

lies itself to be drawn from the main show or the side show and to center on the interest in the actual side show attractions. Hence the critical state-

ments made in the communication appearing elsewhere in this column, for the grade of the student is not as noticeable from the standpoint of facts as they are in the matter of subject and frankness.

Probably not many a student would be willing to state that the faculty has been too liberal. In the large teach-

ing staff such as we have, with over

with the exception of the members, it is difficult for some to suggest that some should gain the reputation among the students as being "soft" and others as being "rigid." It is largely up to the students themselves to decide whether he will carry an exciting or easy course. As a general rule, each

student's record carries some of both types. Not many students can be found

who will admit that their work has been

not been good enough to gain them, nor will many faculty members admit that they have any more difficulty in guiding the called "benevolent" students to offices in their classes.

The fact remains, however, that a man may go through college in one of two ways: either by putting every

of effort into his work and get-

ting in consequence a maximum of re-

turn, or by putting in only a minimum of effort and reaping only a minimum return. There is no denying the argu-

ment that the outside activities con-

nected with college life are of great

value in this thing to that, but this is only true in so far as the

students participate do not come into the class which gives the more

number of its duties.

For this reason, the limiting of the students' activities is under discussion by many authorities, and attain national at Pennsyl-

vania. The decision is now past and the

vote which should be of the class, majority is not to vote. In the case of papers and chairman of the

various committees. Something is bound to be shifted, and the chances are that in the future the side shows will be the scien-

tific education which is most easily

COMMUNICATION.

Adviser of the Y. U. P. Student Union

With the increase in number and in-

crease in the curriculum activities, the tendency has been recently for not by the students but by the faculty to

skim the scholar's standards of University. Our answer are those only of "Get yourself" efforts,

and make a credit is secured a little more in the case of the non-scholar than in the case of the scholar. It has be-

come evident that it is only through

effort and scholarship that we can

in and eleven-lunbger-armed.

The blame for this situation can not be

placed solely on either faculty or students. Men bound with outside work are naturally not both to accept

credit from the educational professions, and as a result they get further away from a standard of education to save them from the benefits of college education. The faculty, finding the student less responsible, and excusing themselves

in negligible college, it makes it easier for them to slide through—and the educational chain begins another round, away from student...

It is this changing climate of the pri-

ety of studies in a "student's" life. The

vital point in the education is the

re-signing of the many college

Students of the, and we will have plenty of time after we leave the University. The real reason for coming to an in-

stitution of learning is to learn.

A remedy for this might be found, as we suggested some time ago, in

limiting the number of important of

files which one man may hold, and

second, in raising, not the entrance, but the "continuance" requirements enough to make them apparent throughout the term. The answer

may be that learning is not compul-

sory, that the students are pay-

ing—but, let them take what they wish. But this is an institution running on a product, and if the natural talent is not perfectly trained to form, the need for the University would automatically be

abolished. There is nothing necessary necessary for such a bunch of cerial materials could be sent to the public libraries and museums.

NOTICE.
FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1919.
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WILL PLAN PHILO BANQUET.

This label in a Straw Hat is the hallmark of style and value. Young Man—

Your Straw Hat Is Ready Now!

Since 1911 this store has supplied men of all ages with Hats of quality. Thousands of Straw Hats for men, young men and men who stay young:

$3, $3.50, $4

Saturday, May Third,

Is Straw Hat Day!

 Serialized, that the professional schools of the University of Pennsylvania should require the Arts and Science degree for entrance. The speeches in the order are to be five minutes in length, with no rebuttals. Edward S. Bradley, '19, C., is chairman of the Philo Debate Committee.

Plant will be laid tonight for the annual Philo banquet, which is to be held on May 23 at one of the suburban club houses. The committee in charge is composed of J. Ormondroyd, chairman; W. B. Farlin, G. Yeomans and K. E. Bradley.

Debate Tryouts for Contest with Zelo. Will Be Held At 7:15.

In order to permit an early adjournment of the meeting, members of Philo are requested to attend promptly tonight at 8, when the season will be called to order. Tryouts for the Philo-Zelo debate, on May 23, will be held at 7:15, and those interested are asked to come at the earlier hour. The subject is: "Resolved, that the professional schools of the University of Pennsylvania should require the Arts and Science degree for entrance." The speeches in the order are to be five minutes in length, with no rebuttals. Edward S. Bradley, '19, C., is chairman of the Philo Debate Committee.

Keebler Straw Hats

Philadelphia Headquarters For

Straw Hats

Thousands of Hats in correct styles and reliable qualities—

FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

Sennit and Fancy Straws—$1.85 to $5.00
Split Straw Hats—$4.00, $5.00 and $6.00
Cravenette Straws (Rain-proof)—$3.50 and $4.00
Light-weight Mackinaws—$4.00 and $5.00
Henry Heath & Co. London-made Straws—$5.00

SENITT STRAW HATS

A third under value

Market Street

$1.85

Strawbridge & Clothier

Eighth Street

$2.00

Filbert Street

10 per cent Discount to Houston Club Members.

Who is Brave Enough to Defy Fashion?

Oh, Man—Where is that much vaunted superiority to the weaker sex—that complacent smugness and air of "aboveness" we assume before the shifting waist line and the skip-stop skirt?

Custom Says,—"Straws Now" and it's Straws

Well, there's a reason—and we still think private things about femininities—because our man reason is good.

Straws are comfortable, cool, good looking, light weight, classy, cheerful, sensible, and shem, fashionable.

Especially Guilford Straws

Fine Selection, $2.50 to $6.00

3647-49-51 WOODLAND AVE.

EIGHT STORES IN PHILADELPHIA

THE LARGEST EXCLUSIVE HABERDASHERS IN THE STATE
SESSIONS OF ACADEMY OPEN.

American Academy of Political and Social Science to Discuss Reconstruction.

"International Reconstruction" will be the general topic of discussion at the twenty-third annual meeting of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, which opens this morning. It will be followed by a discussion on "The Present and Future of Turkey and Asia Minor" and "What Every Woman Wants" and "International Reconstruction." Probably the most interesting discussion will take place tomorrow evening, when "The Organisation of Peace" will be taken up by Hon. Thomas R. Marshall and Hon. Gilbert M. Hitchcock.

Tickets for Opera on Sale. Some tickets still remain for both Monday and Tuesday nights' performances of Victor Herbert's comic opera, "The Serenade," to be given in the Metropolitan Opera House by the Philadelphia Orchestral Society, under the composer's baton. The tickets are half-faced to students, making the prices $1.10, 55, and 40 cents, and may be obtained at The Pennsylvania College office today from 10.30 to 11 and from 1 to 1.30.

Zeta Program for Tonight. Carrying out the plan for the presentation of weekly entertainments, the Zoological Literary Society will present an interesting and varied program tonight at its regular meeting. "The Wharton School Graduate," a play in one act by J. S. Connor, "The Wharton School Graduate," a play in one act by J. S. Connor, will be the feature of the evening, eight members of the society participating.

College Picture Postponed. Due to an accident to the photographer's camera, it was impossible to take the pictures Wednesday, April 30, of those College students who had been photographed previously. They will re-photograph the pictures tonight, and have their pictures taken at that time.

Beach Tournament on May 10. According to announcement of Maj. Picture, Penn State has decided to send contestants to a bowling tournament which will be held in Wyoming Hall on May 10. This is the first bowling tournament held at the University, and strict regulations will govern the sport.

Orders for Caps and Gowns Taken. Orders for caps and gowns for Senior Commencement must be given to E. E. Little, at 3908 Spruce street, before tomorrow noon. The final order is to be given in to-morrow night, and after that time it will be impossible to secure caps and gowns from credit firms.

Buy a "V" Bond

MANN & DILKS

Manufacturers of

SHIRTS, GOWNS, PAJAMAS, ETC.

Importers of

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES, CRAVATS

1102 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Coca-Cola is a perfect answer to thirst that no imitation can satisfy. Coca-Cola quality, recorded in the public taste, is what holds it above imitation.

Demand the genuine by full name: "Coca-Cola". The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.